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SnowEx SP Utility Spreader 
Utility spreader, ideal for salt and grit 

 

 
• Cost effective ice and snow management 

• Variable spread width and speed controller 

• Polyethylene hopper with all-weather cover 

• Vibrator fitted as standard 

• Use with mounting brackets or trailer mount 

 

 

SnowEx SP utility spreaders offer a cost effective solution for salt and grit spreading, as they can be attached 

to commercial vehicles, 4x4s, pick-ups, tractors, & forklifts etc. A range of mounting brackets is available and 

also a trailer mount, enabling the SP spreaders to be used with any type of ATV. 

 

The Mini-Pro SP-575 and Bulk-Pro SP-1575 / SP-1875 are designed to provide a cost-effective solution, typically 

used by councils, farmers, estate managers and contractors to clear ice and snow. 

 

Designed to perform in the harshest of environments, both machines feature the SnowEx 12V max torque 

sealed drive unit – no belts, pulleys, sprockets or chains. 163 litre capacity. Minimal maintenance required. 

 

Mini-Pro SP-575 features a top screen and lid, to prevent larger chunks from entering the hopper, and the 

vertical auger feeds directly onto the disc. Durable and easy to maintain, the SP-575 has a 25.4 cm nylon/glass 

resin spinner and a 12 volt electric motor in a sealed drive unit, giving a maximum spreading width of 12.2 

meters. Spreading width and concentration can be adjusted using the in-cab speed controller, combined with 

adjusting vehicle speed.  



 

Bulk-Pro SP-1575 and SP-1875 feature a horizontal auger and offset disc and a dual variable speed and 

spread width controller. 

The SP-1575 has an integral 3-point mounting hitch for compact trailers. The SP-1875 has an optional pivot 

mount, allowing the spreader to swing away from the tailgate for improved access to the truck bed. the pivot 

mount is adjustable, allowing it to adapt easily to a wide range of vehicles. Maintenance is kept to a minimum, 

while tough polyethylene, low profile hoppers keep the weight down and avoid corrosion. 

 
Technical data: Snowex SP Spreaders 

 

Specifications Mini-Pro SP-575 Bulk Pro SP-1575 Bulk Pro 1875 

Length (mm) 630 750 609 

Height (mm) 890 895 914 

Width (mm) 960 960 1321 

Spreading width (mm) 1500-2000 1500-2000 1500-9000 

Spinner diameter (mm) 254 254 300 

Hopper capacity (litres) 163 163 254 

Weight (empty) (Kg) 48 55 81 

 

 

 

 

See this product on our website  

https://www.bgclean.co.uk/product/snowex-sp-spreader/ 

 

Call us FREE on 0808 301 4577 
 

For advice and best prices on cleaning 
equipment to buy, lease or hire. 
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